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• Variable brew strength selector
Allows you to choose between regular and bold 
strengths while delivering a full-bodied cup every 
time

• Pause and pour; auto shut-off after the keep 
warm time ends
To pour a cup of coffee at any time before the 
brewing is complete

• 24-hour programmability and intuitive one-
touch programming with an optimal 
temperature control and a sleek, easy-to-view 
LCD-display
To have the coffee ready at any time, day or night
To maintain the optimal brew temperature 
throughout the process
Easy to read, simple operation, no menus to 
navigate

• Clear indicator and clean cycle
To always have the perfect cup of coffee 

• 1.7 L (12 cups) Drip coffee maker with spiral 
shower head and programmable warming plate
Easy to use, simple selection buttons for brew 
strength, small quantities, brewing and keeping warm
To have the coffee at the perfect desired 
temperature (high and low) for 40 minutes

• Reusable gold-tone permanent filter with 
dosage ladder, and removable water tank with 
large opening and dosage chart 
Built to last, easy to use and clean, it replaces the 
cone paper coffee filter
Easy water refilling, minimizing spills and easy to use

• Two brew buttons (one on the side and one  
on the front) and two auto-brew programming 
options
Easy to operate, easy to access 
Allows to set 2 different brew times to brew 
coffee, set a specific time for weekdays and 
another time for weekends

• 1.7 L glass carafe with unique spout design and 
ergonomic carafe handle
Prevents drips and messes for hassle-free pouring
For easy and comfortable pouring

 



TECHNICAL DATA 
Wattage 1100 W
Voltage 220 - 240 V
Frequency 50 / 60 Hz
Material body Molded plastic/stainless steel
Product dimensions H × W × D 36.4 × 18.2 × 34 cm
Packaging dimensions H × W × D 43.7 × 24.9 × 40.4 cm
Master pack dimensions H × W × D 46.2 × 26.4 × 42 cm
Net weight 3.3 kg
Gross weight 4.4 kg
Master pack gross weight 10 kg
Master pack 2 units
Cord length 82 cm
Country of origin China

Beep at the end of brewing cycle Yes
Auto programming Auto 1 and Auto 2
Automatic shut-off Yes
Remaining keep warm time Yes
Brew timer and clock Yes
Bold/Regular brew strengths option Yes
Clean touch control pad Yes
Cleaning indicator light Yes
Keep warm 0-40 min
Keep warm time programmable Yes
Keep warm temperature Low/High programmable

REFERENCES COLOURS EAN EAN MASTER PACK (2 UNITS)
5KCM1209EOB ONYX BLACK 8003437601583 8003437601590
5KCM1209BOB ONYX BLACK 8003437601606 8003437601613
5KCM1209EDG CHARCOAL GREY 8003437601620 8003437601637
5KCM1209BDG CHARCOAL GREY 8003437601644 8003437601651
5KCM1209EER EMPIRE RED 8003437606960 8003437606977
5KCM1209BER EMPIRE RED 8003437606984 8003437606991
5KCM1209EAC ALMOND CREAM 8003437607004 8003437607011
5KCM1209BAC ALMOND CREAM 8003437607028 8003437607035

KitchenAid Drip Coffee Maker with Spiral Shower Head 
5KCM1209

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

1.7 L carafe with unique pour spout 
design and lid
Made out of glass with markings up to  
12 cups.
The pour spout helps prevent drips and 
messes for hassle-free pouring into cups of 
any size and shape.

Unique 29-hole shower head
Evenly saturates coffee grounds for optimal 
extraction.

Reusable gold-tone permanent filter  
with dosage ladder
Cup markings in the filter will take away the 
guesswork.
Is dishwasher-safe (upper rack). 
It replaces the cone paper coffee filter 
(standard #4 size filter). Never use both 
filters together as this could cause overflow 
of water and coffee in the brew basket. 

Removable water tank with dosage chart
Clear and easy to fill water tank with large 
opening to minimize spills.
The water tank should only be filled with the 
amount of water needed to brew.

 


